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Students escape
Syrian crackdown
Return to home becomes nightmare
By Donna Carreiro
owa Zuabi does not need
a political science class to know
what’s happening in the world...and
who’s dying because of it. That’s because the
Winnipeg teenager has lived it.
And it’s an education that almost every
night, comes to haunt her in her dreams.
“I always dream about my house, my family and people dying,” the 16-year-old says.
“Blood. Lots of blood.”
That’s because when the now-historic tensions exploded on the streets of Syria last
March, when the repressed public began their
mass revolt against ruling President Bashar AlAssad, she was there, in the thick of it.
“I’ve told my teachers ‘there’s war going on
in Syria,’” she says. “They know it because
it’s in the news, but they also know I’ve seen

it. My family is dying because of it.”
In her normal life, the life she’s used to,
Rowa is in Grade 10 at J.H.Bruns Collegiate.
Her sister Hadeel, 13, is at Niakwa School.
And they are now among a growing number
of Manitoba students who have experienced
up close some of the world’s bloodiest conflicts.
While they live in Southdale, and have
lived in Canada for years, their roots and
their hearts are back home in Syria; specifically, in the city of Darah.
That’s why last year, they returned there
with their mother and younger brother. The
goal? To reconnect with their loved ones,
their culture and their birthplace, before returning here to continue with their lives.
And for the first six months, their homecoming was everything it was meant to be. Visiting

We’d wake up at night hearing it.

We’d lie awake at four in the morning
listening to the gunfire outside our windows.
with their grandparents. Enrolling in the local
school. Soaking up the Syrian sun (that Rowa
says shines especially bright), and once again
savouring the flavours of their childhood.
“Lamb, we eat lamb on so many occasions,
I’d missed that,” she says.
But soon enough, Rowa recalls, she could
feel change was in the air. Tensions were
building, soldiers started filling the streets.
And then the gunfire started.
“We’d wake up at night hearing it,” she says.
“We’d lie awake at four in the morning listening to the gunfire outside our windows.”
That, of course, marked the beginning of
the revolt last March that’s now caught the
world’s attention. Rowa and her sister had no
way of knowing that, of course. All they knew
was that suddenly every sense of normalcy in
their young lives was suddenly tainted with
violence…and that nothing was off-limits.
“They came to our school,” Rowa says.
“The soldiers came and pointed guns at us.”
And they came with an order—that every single child should leave the school and
never go back.
“They said they would shoot us,” Hadeel
adds. “They were going to kill us.”
From that point on, the girls holed up in
their family’s apartment and sheltered themselves from the outside world. With their
mother and neighbours, they lived for weeks
on end disconnected with the outside world.
The government shut off their heat, so they

bundled in blankets. They threatened to poison the water, so no one could drink it. They
limited contact with the outside world and
cut off supplies to local grocers. So food rations shrunk daily.
“We would share with our neighbours,”
Rowa recalls. “Because there was no electricity, food was spoiling, so we would share before it was no good to us.”
And each night of course, they’d listen to
the gunfire. Weekends, in Syria meaning
Friday and Saturday, were the worst. Because
more protesters would come out on Fridays
and get shot. Saturdays others would walk to
their funerals and they’d be shot too.
All the while, these teenagers from south
Winnipeg prayed for peace and prayed for
safety.
“We didn’t think of Winnipeg at all,” Rowa
says bluntly. “We couldn’t. All we could
think of was the gunfire, that’s all we could
hear and all we could think of. Winnipeg
was nowhere in our thoughts.”
But they were in Winnipeg’s thoughts, because their father was still here. He’d stayed
behind instead of joining them in Syria. And
he had no way of knowing if they were safe.
“It was horrible for him,” Rowa says. “He
didn’t know we were safe. The only reports
he heard were bad.”
And so this became the new normal. Rowa’s
family in Winnipeg waiting in turmoil. Rowa
and her sister living in it. Chronically cold,

hungry and scared. Until one day, after about
a month, they saw their chance at freedom.
Soldiers were letting some people go, if they
could prove they were not citizens there. The
girls, with their mother, grabbed their passports and waved them at the soldiers.
“We said ‘See? We are Canadians, we are
Canadian citizens,’” Rowa recalls. “So they
let us go. But they didn’t have to. They could
have killed us instead.”
Now, the girls are safely back in Winnipeg.
Safely back in school. But they haven’t escaped the bloodshed. So far, 22 family members back home—uncles, cousins, extended
family, have died. Some ‘went missing’, and
returned only when they were dead. Others
were tortured. Others were gunned down.
The death toll overall? The UN estimates
at least 6,000. But because the government
limits outside contact from journalists, those
numbers are just an estimate.
That’s one reason these teens can be seen
spending their weekends here in Winnipeg,
not at the mall, but at the Mosque, helping
the community with bake sales and rallies,
trying to generate awareness of a grim education they never expected and that they’ll
never forget. And now, at least in Rowa’s
mind, it is a painful one to teach.
“I know people need to know about it,”
Rowa says. “And I know I should speak up
more about it at school. But it makes me so
sad, sometimes I just can’t.”

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Cards optional
for 2012–2013
I can’t help but smile when I think of
the Provincial Oversight Committee.
Created by government to consult and
advise on the creation and implementation of the new provincial report card,
the committee has also been tasked
with the new class size cap discussions.
I smile because of the “double-entendre” in the word “oversight”. On the
one hand is the intended notion of supervision and attention. There’s also the
sense of “something missed”. I’m sure
we have missed some things, but for
better or worse, the final drafts are in
government’s hands now.
Government has made a final decision
regarding the implementation schedule.
While the original announcement from
Government was that all schools would
be required to implement the new reports in 2012–13, they have decided
to make 2012–13 voluntary, with all
schools expected to be fully on board
for 2013–14. Some school divisions
and technology providers have said that
100 per cent implementation this year
would be problematic, and government
has elected to err on the side of “getting
it right” rather than “getting it quick”.
Early feedback to Government from
divisions is that most divisions will be
implementing the new report templates
in some or all of their schools. Again, if
you’ve not yet seen the reports, a draft
version has been on the ManEd website
since August. Just Google “provincial report card Manitoba”, and it’s the first hit.
The one item that we didn’t get to on
our last agenda was the matter of teacher comments and additional reports.
Comments are to be “brief and concise”.
Information we’re getting from our
members is that in any number of cases,
they’re “anything but”, and at times even
include information that has little to do
with the subject area being reported.
Some pilot teachers have been directed
to send home the provincial report card,
and then also some other report or “update” within as little as two weeks.
I’ll be having a simple survey sent out
to all the teachers in the 13 schools that
piloted the report card, and the “gist”
of it will be this: Please tell us what direction—explicit or implied—you were
given regarding the length and nature of
your comments on the new report card.
(In point of fact, this was a question
that government had fully intended to
include in its survey of pilot teachers,
but it was forgotten in the development
of the survey. )
Should any teachers have received direction or suggestions regarding the length
or nature of teacher comments, but who
have NOT been piloting the new report,
your experience is equally valuable to us
in voicing your concerns at the Oversight
table. Please do send me an email at your
convenience (polson@mbteach.org)
Class size limit discussions have just
begun at the Oversight Committee.
Norm Gould and I want to be discussing the matter on our school visits as
well, so please keep those invitations
coming! It’s been wonderful getting out
to more schools, and I look forward
to continuing to hear
from you.

Paul Olson is the Society’s
2011–2013 president.

Claims
on class
size issue
are bunk
By George Stephenson
he headline in the Winnipeg
Free Press was, if nothing else, certainly
provocative: Caps on class size debunked.
Unfortunately, all the words underneath
couldn’t support the headline, let alone the
point of the words themselves.
The Free Press editorial said the provincial government should abandon plans to cap class sizes
in early years because a report done by a former
TD Bank economist in Ontario said there isn’t
enough evidence to support such a policy.
The report by Don Drummond was not about
class sizes, but about ways in which the Ontario
government can save money. Of its 190,000
words, 900 addressed class size and the report
offered no new research into the issue.
The Free Press, however, feels the Manitoba
government should change course on education based on the recommendation of an
economist who wasn’t even specifically hired
to look into the issue of class sizes.
This is, of course, an issue of intense importance to teachers in Manitoba. Teachers have
told The Manitoba Teachers’ Society through
polling, surveys, focus and discussion groups
that workload generally and class size specifically are top-of-mind issues.
The Manitoba Teachers’ Society has also
researched this issue, probably examining far more studies and data than the Don
Drummond task force and certainly more
than any editorial writer.
And it appears that Drummond was quick
to discount any evidence that didn’t support
the contention that class size didn’t matter to
the outcomes of students.
For example, while mentioning that
“Ontario’s recent improvements on provincial
assessments and quality indicators have coincided with the government’s efforts to reduce
class sizes,” he dismisses that by saying the issue is a much more “complicated picture”.
Had the Ontario results been different, the
picture painted by the economist would most
likely have not been so complicated.
Drummond relies heavily on a seven-yearold report by the C.D. Howe Institute that
says class size caps in early grades do have an

impact on learning, but that those gains don’t
justify the cost.
It also points out that a majority of Canadian
provinces were implementing measures aimed
at reducing class sizes. The Free Press suggests
the Manitoba government implemented the
policy “to favour unionists for crass political
payback.”
Even the C.D. Howe Institute doesn’t make
a suggestion that itself is so, well, crass.
It points out that an overwhelming majority of teachers and parents favour smaller class
sizes because it does allow teachers to spend
more time with each student. It is unsurprising that a government, of any stripe, would
accede to the wishes of voters, supported by its
own research.
If this was such a colossal waste of money,
with no obvious gain for students, wouldn’t
Drummond have recommended eliminating class caps? Instead he just suggests the

maximums be increased slightly.
And if class size caps were such an obvious
waste, we surely would have heard about it
during last September’s election campaign. But
there was barely a question about the campaign
promise from either the opposition or the Free
Press, even though all these supposedly important studies have been available for years.
No, it took an economist’s view of education
to rouse the indignation of an unnamed editorial writer.
By the way, Drummond also recommended
Ontario start charging parents for their children’s use of school buses, cut funding for textbooks, learning materials, supplies and computers and eliminate 70 per cent of the 13,800
non-teaching jobs created since 2002.
Those kinds of recommendations pretty
much debunk the idea that the report wasn’t
simply laser-focussed on ways to save money,
rather than students.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Arithmetic must be automatic
Dear Editor,
Your Jan./Feb. issue has been passed to me
as someone with a long career teaching mathematics in Manitoba (1970–2011).
Pat St. Germain's article on the local version of the math wars that have convulsed the
U.S. for some time has some problems. Anna
Stokke is at U of W not U of M, her website
attracted not dozens but hundreds quickly.
I'd like to make one point on behalf of the
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children. Donna Slobodzian claims to be
teaching kids to think, not just use algorithms.
This is commendable, but it is necessary that
they not only learn the algorithms but practice them sufficiently to become skilled at
using them.
I have no comment on how this process is
taught, but after being taught only practice
with the same standard algorithms will make
them automatic. And arithmetic must become
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automatic before algebra can be learned successfully, as algebra must become automatic
before analytic geometry and then calculus
can be learned successfully.
Schools need to teach skill as well as thinking. Skill at thinking does not harm it. Skill
can even help understanding. Developing and
using skills is pleasurable as well as useful.
Yours truly,
Robert Thomas
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Divisions not meeting goals
for special education: report
ccording to a report released by Manitoba’s Office of the
Auditor General, school divisions are
not meeting key standards put in place by
the province for special needs education. The
OAGs annual report includes a value-for-money audit of special needs education conducted
between November 2009 and March 2011.
Over the past decade there has been enormous
growth in the number and funding of special
needs students. The audit found that from 2000
to 2010 the number of special needs students in
Manitoba increased 86 per cent from 3,850 to
7,156 students and funding for these students
increased from $40 million to $82 million.
Manitoba teachers have been welcoming special needs students within regular classrooms
for decades, but it wasn’t until 2005 that the
provincial government enacted legislation and
regulations to create province-wide standards
and guidelines for special needs education.
The provincial standards and guidelines are
intended to help school divisions and schools
with planning and implementing appropriate education programming for special needs
students. The standards encompass practices
such as identifying special needs, developing
and implementing individual education plans
(IEPs), assessing student learning and reporting on progress to parents. Provincial guidelines include documents such as the provincial
handbook for developing and implementing
individual education plans.
Although the province developed these regulations, standards and guidelines, the Auditor’s
office discovered no one was checking whether

school divisions were following them.
In the audit, the OAG found that for some
key standards there was a low level of compliance by school divisions. For example, the regulations require school divisions to prepare IEPs
whenever a student needs more than the usual
supports in order to meet expected learning
outcomes. The standards lay out the requirements for IEPs. The auditor’s office reviewed a
sample of 78 Level 2 and 3 students’ files from
four school divisions. They discovered 78 per
cent had evidence of parental involvement, 84
per cent indicated whether the students was
following a regular, modified or individualized
curriculum and 24 per cent lacked learning outcomes for some of the supports being provided.
As a result, the OAG recommended that the
department of education “work with school
divisions to improve the level of compliance
with the regulations, standards and guidelines
for individual education planning, and to further develop the quality of expected leaning
outcomes and progress reporting.”
On the funding of IEPs, the auditor’s office
found that that the department of education
used a rubric to guide their funding decisions.
This rubric was not shared with school divisions. Of the files they examined, 43 per cent
did not adequately explain the level of funding
that was granted and provided no further explanation for the decision that was made. The
OAG recommended that the criteria used by
the department to decide funding be shared
with school divisions and parents. They also
recommended that the department document
the rationale for all special needs funding

decisions including the justification for providing, altering or denying the funding.
The OAG also examined the role of educational assistants (EAs). They found differences
in what educational partners believed to be
EAs’ duties. “Some school division officials told
us that educational assistants were sometimes
instructing individual students. And some educational assistants told us that, in their view,
they were ‘teaching’.” The OAG recommended
that the department clarify EAs’ duties and
communicate this to school divisions and educational partners. They also recommended that
the department provide learning opportunities
specifically for EAs and assess whether or not to
provide non-mandatory certification for EAs.
Some school divisions, especially in rural and
northern Manitoba have problems attracting clinicians such as school psychologists and speech
language pathologists. As part of its audit, the
OAG examined clinician shortages. School division officials told the OAG that some students
wait over a year for an assessment. “However,
Education did not require school divisions to
keep or report waitlist information and school
divisions we visited were unable to produce specific waitlist information to support their anecdotal accounts.” The OAG recommended that
the government “work with school divisions to
determine if students are receiving timely access
to clinician assessment services.”
The complete report from the OAG
including the response from the department of
education is available at www.oag.mb.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2012/01/6-Special-Needsweb.pdf.

Judy Bradley honoured
ormer MTS General Secretary
Judy Bradley was recently recognized for
her contributions with the renaming of a
Society building in her honour.
The Society hosted a wine and cheese reception for Bradley, who was the first female general secretary, a former president, and a longtime activist in the teaching world. Friends,
former colleagues and family gathered to
witness Bradley unveil the new plaque for the

former McMaster Square building, renamed
to Bradley Square.
Bradley was General Secretary for four years
and Assistant General Secretary for five years at
MTS. She was also president of the Society in
1991. Among her many accomplishments, she
made great gains for substitute teachers and in
the provision of maternity and parental benefits
for teachers. She was heavily involved in MTS
initiatives pertaining to teacher certification,

adult learning centres, special education, education finance, bargaining, pensions, special needs
legislation, and educational assistants.
Among the speakers at the reception were
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation General
Secretary Gwen Dueck, Canadian Teachers’
Federation President Paul Taillefer, and
Gerald Farthing, Manitoba deputy minister
of education.

MTS General Secretary Ken Pearce (left),
Judy Bradley and MTS President Paul Olson.

School tours
for special exhibit

For the first time ever an exhibition of
the work of Norman Rockwell is coming to
Canada—specifically the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
Norman Rockwell is one of the most popular
North American artists of the past century and
in addition to 42 major paintings by the artist,
the exhibition includes archival material, photographs, and a complete set of 323 original tear
sheets of The Saturday Evening Post.
The WAG is offering curriculum-linked
Rockwell school tours which support the
Manitoba Visual Arts curriculum as well as a
full-day Rockwell Drawn Out school program
where students will enjoy a 75 minute artmaking workshop.
Students also have a chance to win a free tour
of the Rockwell Exhibit for their class by entering the “Create Your Own Magazine Cover”
contest and creating a Saturday Evening Post
cover. Every student’s drawing will also be featured in-gallery. For more information visit
rockwell.wag.ca/rockwell/school-programs.

Math contest
launched online

The Caribou Mathematics Competition is
inviting all Grade 3–8 students in Canada to
participate in the free online math contests
available in English or French.
The project is designed to develop children’s
skills and interest in Mathematics by providing challenging math activities as well as facilitating participation by automating the competition and providing all previous contests as
practice material.
The Caribou Mathematics Competition is
easy for teachers to use and marking and ranking is automatically completed on the day of
the contest giving children quick feedback for
their work. Finally, at the end of each Caribou
Cup, $1,500 worth of prizes are handed out
to the students with the highest scores. Video
Solutions and Mathematical Problem Solving
Games are also provided as online tools to further develop students’ skills in Mathematics.
For more information visit www.brocku.ca/
caribou.

Body image
aids offered

The Weight Preoccupation Community
Education Program at the Women’s Health
Clinic in Winnipeg has developed a new Body
Image curriculum for teachers across the province to facilitate conversation about body image and self esteem issues.
While the Women’s Health Clinic offers
workshops on body image and weight preoccupation, this is the first time it is able to
offer educational opportunities outside the
city. Marina Rountree-James is the Health
Educator at the Clinic who recently adapted
the workshop into a stand-alone lesson for
teachers of Grades 4–8.
“Based on my experience growing up outside
of Winnipeg, I’ve always found it important to
reach the students across the province. We’ve
heard from RHA’s across Manitoba and they’re
telling us that teachers are wanting this information and wanting to know how to talk about it.”
Young people are at increasing risk to develop body image issues that can impact selfesteem and lead to eating disorders.
The Body Image lesson has links to learning
outcomes for Manitoba Phys Ed and Health
curricula. The program is stand-alone and designed so that teachers will be able to teach it
using just the information provided with a lot
of Canadian resources.
The Body Image curriculum is available
by contacting Marina Rountree-James at the
Women’s Health Clinic at: commed@womenshealthclinic.org or downloading it from the
website at www.womenshealthclinic.org.
Winnipeg teachers can also book free
workshops for their students led by one of
Weight Preoccupation Community Education
Program volunteer speakers by contacting
Marina at 204-947-2422 ext 114.

Pilot project gets
motors running
By Matea Tuhtar
he students in Ryan Vipond’s
Power Mechanics course at Roseau Valley
School will get to understand how a car’s
engine works before they even get their learner’s permits to drive.
In the meantime, they’ll be taking this pilot
project on small engines for a test drive.
“The biggest idea behind this course is to
introduce the Grade 8 and 9s into mechanics
in general,” says Vipond. “And that will hopefully spark up a little interest in the automotive side of things—to try to get some of the
students into the automotive program. It gives
them a bit of a chance at a younger age to get
introduced to automotive mechanics.”
The students get to work on snowmobile engines that Vipond obtained by donation from
a small engine repair shop in The Pas. After
some theory in the classroom that includes
safety, information about tools and measuring
instruments, fasteners, sealants and gaskets,
and the principles of engine construction and
operation, the students’ favourite part is the
actual disassembling of the engines.
“Everyone in class works in pairs or threes
so we always have a few small projects on the
go all the time. We take the engines apart and
look and identify all the parts,” says Vipond.
“After which they clean them and put all the
parts together again.”
The students have also learned about the fuel
systems by working on carburetors.

“We disassembled, cleaned, inspected, and
diagnosed whether they were good, bad or
needed parts. And now they know how the
entire fuel system works on a snowmobile, and
a lot of the things on the small engines are the
same as the larger auto engines.”
It can be difficult to obtain reasonably priced
motors for the classroom and Vipond says he
was lucky to find five that the students are
working on. To save costs the schools’ new
CNC laser machine in the Industrial Arts lab
will be used to laser cut base gaskets for the
motors, “so we don’t have to buy the part—
we’re actually manufacturing it ourselves.”
The power mechanics course touches on a
lot of different areas of the curriculum including math and physics. “There is a lot of measuring—we measure cylinder diameters and
bolt lengths. They learn about the principles
of operating an engine—and the degrees that
engines spin. It’s just a lot more hands on.”
The Power Mechanics course also teaches
students preventative maintenance of gas engines which help aid in their longevity.
“Once they learn, they can do a lot of this
stuff at home,” says Vipond. “We’ve got students bringing in their own stuff to class and
if someone they know has something to be
fixed they can bring it in and we’ll work on it
for them.”
Learning how to fix a small engine is especially useful for many students in rural

Manitoba as “their lives revolve around ATVs,
snowmobiles and dirt bikes,” says Vipond.

“The kids have so much stuff at home already
and if they know how to fix it or maintain it,
if something happens to them on the side of
the trail, they can diagnose it and get it going.”
While small engine repair is a field in its own
right, especially for those wanting to work for
themselves or make extra cash on the side,
Vipond says that working in the automotive
shop really piques the students’ interest in
auto mechanics.
“They see these big cars and I think they’d
like a chance to work on them one day. A lot
of the things on the small engines are the same
as the auto engines so it’s a good introduction.
We talk a lot about driving cars and give them
neat facts about cars and this is even before
they get their licenses so they get to learn how
a car works before they even start driving one.”
Time will tell whether the new course will
see more recruits for the automotive technology course but Vipond says the response has
been great so far.
“It is small scale right now but hopefully it
grows bigger with interest. My family owned a
snowmobile and RV dealership in The Pas for
about 30 years so I’ve been working around
motors since I was young. Needless to say I
couldn’t find a better job for me—this is as
good as it gets.”

‘Blocking websites no help to students’
chools and school divisions that block certain websites used
by students may be hampering the efforts of teachers, says a report by the Media
Awareness Network.
The report, Young Canadians in a Wired
World, outlines concerns by teachers about
technological devices and the Internet’s impact on learning and teaching.
“The most common problem our informants identified was the inability to access
networked technologies because of school filters and policies that ban networked devices in
the classroom,” the report said. “The consensus was strong that these kinds of policies have
to be rethought because they decrease learning
opportunities.”
The teachers interviewed for the report said
their schools should trust them “to guide the

students so they can learn how to be good
digital citizens.”
One teacher in Atlantic Canada could not
use Twitter to work collaboratively on math
problems because the school blocked access.
Teachers from Ontario and Quebec said
they could not use videos they wanted in lessons because they were on YouTube and that
was blocked in the school.
“All our informants told us that learning how
to exercise good judgment and act as good citizens is central to the development of literacy
skills,” the report said. “Ironically, however,
restrictive policies designed to protect student
from online content take away the very opportunities they need to acquire these skills.”
The teachers interviewed felt that in order
to learn, students had to make mistakes and
make bad choices and to discuss why some

websites were credible and others were not.
Students in one teacher’s class came upon a
hate site, but didn’t recognize it as being racist because of the careful way the material was
written. Rather than block the site, the teacher
used it to show how messages can be cloaked
in language.
“That was a way for them to see,” said the
teacher, “for them to get interested in the idea
that somebody was actually preaching hatred
and it didn’t even feel like it.”
The report, which involved in-depth interviews with 10 teachers across Canada, is the
third part of a look at youth online. The findings will form the basis for a more extensive
survey expected to be conducted next year.
In this survey, the network was also told:
• Many teachers are cautious about tech because it can be disruptive.

• That there are few in-course professional
development opportunities to help teachers
learn how to use technology to meet curriculum requirements.
• Despite knowing how to use devices, few
student lack the skills to use the devices effectively for learning.
• The ability to connect with the world outside the school in real time is the single most
powerful benefit of technology-enhanced
learning.
• Networked devices help teachers provide
learning materials matched to various learning styles of their students.
• Digital literacy is not about technical proficiency, but about developing the critical
thinking skills that are central to lifelong
learning and citizenship.
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Students camp out for their art
Sunrise School Division has unusual program to bring budding artists together
By Matea Tuhtar
t Camp Cedarwood, east of
Lac du Bonnet, students from five different high schools in the Sunrise
School Division come together to share a
common language—Artspeak.
Through activities like African drumming,
mask making, collage creating and acting, artsavvy students spend four days and nights in
pursuit of some of the more creative aspects of
learning and earning high school credits.
Artspeak is an integrated credit program to
provide a specialized learning environment in
an alternate setting to the school classroom.
Each Artspeak session involves exposure and
experimentation with all facets of art including
painting, drawing, storytelling, movement,
mime, music, dance, writing and theatre.
The program was developed in 2002 by
teacher and practicing experimental visual artist Anthony Steffes and has evolved into five
four-day sessions per year—almost 50 of them
to date. The sessions have different themes
such as Explorations in Space, Visions, Energy,
African Rhythms and Masks and Movement.
“With themes like African Rhythms we did
African dance, African art and theatre around issues that come out of comparing cultures,” says
Steffes. “We like to mix it up all the time and
think of new ideas to keep it fresh and exciting.”
Students from five high schools in the division

are chosen by designated “Talent Development”
teachers at their schools, based on their abilities
and interest in art.
“Their marks don’t matter,” says Steffes,
“but they should demonstrate some affinity
for arts—and that could be anything; music,
writing, singing, dancing and visual arts—the
whole nine yards.”
The program is open to Grade 10 and 12s and
students can earn one credit after attending two
sessions, after which if they are interested, they
may go on to earn up to three additional credits.
Steffes and his partner Heidi Hunter are a
constant in the program, but a wide range
of supporting artists have been brought in
over the years including Judy Cook, Heather
Bishop, Jamie Oliviero and Phoebe Man.
The four days at camp are busy ones for the
students who work from 9 am to 10:30 at night.
“The first day they come to the sessions is
about breaking down barriers—getting to
know one another and lots of theatre and activities so they get comfortable,” says Steffes.
“I think the isolation factor works really well
because they’re out in the bush and there’s no
one watching them—there are no distractions.
They can work in pajamas, they can be totally
relaxed. It works really well that way.”
The kids experiment with different art forms,
though performing arts are Steffes’ favorite

activity to do with the students.
“A lot of the art kids are not necessarily extroverts—of course your performance kids are,
but your visual artists and writers are very different. It’s a smaller group setting so performance arts really bring them all together.”
Skills sets of the students may vary but what
is important is that the students have a passion
to communicate through the arts.
Steffes says the Artspeak program is a community of mutual respect and tolerance. “You get a
blend of really bright kids who can miss four days
of school and you get these off-the-wall kids who
are actually really artsy and they all work very well
together. We tell them from day one that if they
can’t tolerate every person in the room no matter
who they are or what they are, they should go
home. But that’s not really an issue. We find that
kids are a lot more tolerant these days.”
In fact the value of the Artspeak program
is that it brings together students who have
a need to explore the arts with support and
without judgement. The themes of risk-taking, tolerance, building community and development are prevalent in the sessions and
students build lasting connections with each
other, often returning in future years.
“Arty students are not always the ‘cool kids’
or the ‘popular kids.’ The overnight part of the

camp really works and they get to know each
other well. They all seem to bond in a really
great way,” says Steffes.
Cell phones and electronics are not allowed
during the instructional time at the camp and
that helps the students connect through the
activities they do together rather than the internet and texting.
Steffes says the feedback he gets from parents
and kids is very positive. At the end of each
Artspeak camp the students hold a showcase
for parents and invited guests that brings together all of the elements the students have
been working on, tying them back to the theme
of the session. The Artspeak Gift Gallery at the
Sunrise Educational Center also sells packs of
student created art cards and artwork.
Though Artspeak is catered to budding artists, Steffes is not necessarily pushing kids into
fine arts at the university level
“Frankly, the system is focused on what job
is going to make you money. If they are extroverted artists they might do well in fields like
communication. I get a lot of kids going into
the Faculty of Music as well which is great,
and they might be involved in local theatre or
volunteering with the Fringe Festival one day.
“The program is really about building neat,
tolerant human beings who understand art.”

Canadian students among world’s best
By Ben Levin, Troy Media, www.troymedia.com
any CanadianS were very
surprised a decade ago when a major international study found that Canadian
students ranked among the best in the world
in academic performance at age 15. Since
then, three further rounds of the Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA),
conducted by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD),
have produced the same finding.
Canadian students perform about as well as the
best in the world. Moreover, Canada has one of
the smaller gaps between best and worst achieving students, though the gap is still considerable.
In the 65 countries reporting PISA results in
2010, only four had significantly higher levels
of achievement, and only two high achieving
countries had significantly less inequity in student outcomes.
Canada is also one of only a very few countries where the achievement of immigrant
young people is equal to that of those born
here; in most countries, immigrant students
do much less well.
In comparison with the United States,
Canadian 15 year olds are more than a year
ahead, with most of that difference because
our lower performing students are better than
American low performing students.
This is an outstanding achievement that
should make all Canadians proud.

Not only is it good for our young people’s
education, it is an important contribution to
social cohesion in the country. We know that
good educational outcomes are associated
with good life outcomes—longevity, health,
income, social participation, and so on. So less
inequality in education will support better national outcomes in all these vital areas.
The picture is not all positive, though. Our
education system is not perfect (could it ever
be?). As has been much reported recently (and
for many years), Aboriginal young people
lag behind their peers, and so do some other
groups, such as Afro-Canadian students and
young people with disabilities. Canada still has
too many students who do not complete high
school in a timely way. So there is much work
to do even though the overall picture is good.
What has Canada done to produce these
good results? And what could we do to maintain them, or even, to improve? In a complex
system like education one cannot be definitive
about what causes what, but there are good
reasons to think that there are two main reasons for our outstanding performance.
The first lies within schools. Compared to
many other countries, Canadian schools have
some advantages. We have skilled and motivated teachers. We do not force students to
pick a destination at an early age. We have
funding systems that provide more resources

to needier schools and modest levels of private schooling, meaning there is broad public support for public schools. Our two level
governance system for education works in our
favour, with districts and provinces balancing
each other, but with an emphasis on quality of
the whole system, and not just a few schools.
The result is a system much more focused
on all schools being good and less tolerant of
extremes, and that focus, much more than
choice or competition, is what leads, internationally, to high performance.
However, education achievement is not a
matter only of what schools do. Schools are
deeply affected by wider social forces. In every
study, poverty continues to be the biggest single
predictor of education and other life outcomes.
When jobs are scarce, or pay badly, or have
no benefits, or housing is poor, or health care
is not accessible, school outcomes are affected.
It is very difficult for a country to have a high
level of economic inequality and also have a
highly effective and equitable school system.
What does this mean for Canada and our
efforts to continue to have a strong and more
equal school system?
First, we need to continue to focus on building a system that pays attention to quality and
equity in every school, not just in some. We
should avoid divisive ideas such as charter
schools or more competition among schools,

since around the world these have not led to
better overall performance. We should preserve funding formulas that give more resources where needed, and policies that attract and
retain good teachers.
At the same time, attention is needed to
out of school factors—good early childhood
supports, prenatal and postnatal care, decent
housing, jobs and benefits, and all the other
things that allow parents to look after their
children adequately. Without these, schools
face an uphill battle, and the fact that they are
sometimes successful should not blind us to
the challenges.
Some of the ideas getting the most attention today in education policy, such as charter
schools, merit pay for teachers, and ‘turning
around’ failing schools cannot by themselves
produce system improvement because they are
not a system strategy. The essential task is to
commit to making every school a good one, and
having every school improving, so that all children have a real chance for a good education.
Ben Levin is an expert advisor at
EvidenceNetwork.ca,, former Manitoba deputy
education minister and a Professor and Canada
Research Chair in Education Leadership and
Policy at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, University of Toronto.

The debate over
By Pat St. Germain

andwriting may be a dying
art. But it will go down fighting if
Marvin Simner has his way.
The University of Western Ontario professor
and psychologist says there will be far-reaching consequences if cursive writing is allowed
to fade into obscurity.
“There is a danger in not teaching it,” he says.
“But the problem with education is it goes
through cycles, and we’re in one of these cycles
now where this is something that is taboo.”
In the U.S., at least 44 states have adopted
national curriculum guidelines that make
cursive writing optional. Instead, schools can
choose to teach keyboarding.
In Manitoba, Grade 3 students are expected
to learn to write legibly and develop a personal
style. But given an ever-expanding curriculum, teachers often give handwriting low priority. And some don’t see the point in teaching
a skill that may be obsolete in the future.
But Simner says that view is shortsighted.
A University of Indiana study found practicing penmanship increases brain activity
and forges new neural pathways. Norwegian
researchers have concluded the simple act of
writing something down, rather than typing,
helps us remember it. They also found that
manipulating tools such as pencils focuses
attention and contributes to letter memorization and, possibly, language development.
And recently, a joint French-Norwegian paper
cited an “urgent need of scientific scrutiny”
before keyboarding displaces handwriting.
Simner, who believes he’s the only person
in Canada who has done any research into
handwriting, says legibility is important in
any field. (In April 2007, a would-be bank
robber in Saskatoon was foiled because a teller
couldn’t decipher his stickup note.) And kids
should know how to read cursive writing.
But the major goal is to achieve automaticity in writing, which comes naturally to adults
schooled in the 1970s and earlier.
“We don’t have to think about our handwriting, it just comes out and that’s what you
want children to be able to do,” he says.
Cursive writing is faster than printing, but
without sufficient instruction, children’s writing becomes laboured and slow.
“They’re very likely to forget what they want
to say while they’re writing because it takes so
long for them to put their thoughts down on
paper,” he says. “This can in fact affect a child’s
grades in school because it looks like they’re
not being sufficiently creative.”

One study found that teachers gave neatly written versions of the same assignment
higher grades. And Simner says children
who labour to form letters are also likely to
limit the amount of writing they do on any
given assignment.
“So it looks as though they don’t have very
much to say, when in fact they do if you ask
them about this orally.”
That was the case with Ohio writer and
English professor Anne Trubek’s son, who
struggled with handwriting in Grades 2 and 3.
Trubek, who is a vocal opponent of teaching
handwriting, found her son’s output improved
considerably after she transferred him to a private school in Grade 4 and had him dictate his

assignments while she typed.
A digital voice recorder and writing practice might have worked just as well. Better, in
Simner’s view.
“There’s been a reaction against doing
things to children that children don’t enjoy,”
Simner says.
“There is a certain degree of effort that has to
be put in to learning, and you can’t get around
it. Everything can’t be fun all the time.”
Simner says writing exercises can be tedious,
but practice makes perfect. Ten minutes a day
over several months—preferably a couple of
years—should do do the trick as long as kids
are shown how to form letters and how to connect them, rather than left to copy letters from

a blackboard.
Computers do make handwriting less pervasive. But
it’s a mistake to assume kids
will always have access to a
keyboard.
Simner says at the university level, many
instructors have banned laptop computers in
class, but when they’re forced to take notes by
hand, students who don’t have automaticity
write slowly and with less accuracy.
“You’re really harming the student in many
ways.”

There is a certain degree of effort that has to be put in to learning, and you can’t get around it.

Everything can’t be fun all the time.

AGM 2012: Nominations call, bylaws
Notice of Call
This notice is given in compliance with Bylaw
II of the bylaws of The Manitoba Teachers’
Society. The 93nd Annual General Meeting
of the Provincial Council of The Manitoba
Teachers’ Society will be held May 24th,
25th and 26th, 2012 at the Fairmont Hotel,
Winnipeg. Provincial Council consists of representatives named by teacher associations and
The Éducatrices et éducateurs francophones
du Manitoba plus the members of the current
Provincial Executive. The number of delegates
representing each association depends on the
number of members in that association.

Ken Pearce, General Secretary
February 2012
Bylaw XVI of The Manitoba Teachers’
Society requires that all resolutions proposing to amend bylaws be published along with

the Notice of Call for the Annual General
Meeting. Following are the bylaw resolutions to be taken to the 2012 Annual General
Meeting.
The following Constitution and Bylaw
Resolutions have been received from Local
Associations and Provincial Executive.
Resolution (Provincial Executive)
Be it resolved that the Code of Professional
Practice (page 2) be amended to read as follows:
THE SOCIETY’S CODE OF
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
The Code of Professional Practice establishes
the required standards of conduct for all members of The Manitoba Teachers’ Society, whether acting in an employed position under a
Collective Agreement, or acting in an appointed or elected position. A member’s professional
behaviour must reflect the spirit as well as the
letter of the Code.1
1. A member’s first professional responsibility

is to her or his students.
2. A member acts with integrity and
diligence in carrying out professional
responsibilities.
3. A member avoids involvement in a conflict of interest, recognizes that a privileged
relationship with students exists and refrains from exploiting that relationship for
material, ideological or other advantage.
4. A member’s conduct is characterised by
consideration and good faith. She or he
speaks and acts with respect and dignity,
and deals judiciously with others, always
mindful of their rights.
5. A member respects the confidential nature
of information concerning students and
may give the information only to authorized personnel or agencies directly concerned with the individual student’s welfare.
6. A member first directs any criticism of the
professional activity and related work of
a colleague to that colleague in private.

a)
b)
c)

7.

Only after informing the colleague of the
intent to do so, the complainant may direct in confidence the criticism to appropriate officials through the proper channels of communication. A member shall
not be considered in contravention of this
section in the following circumstances:
consulting with the Society or the president of the member’s local association;
taking any action that is allowed or
mandated by legislation.
where the member is acting in good faith
and without malice in the discharge of
the legitimate duties of his or her appointed or elected position.
A member does not bypass immediate authority to reach higher authority without
first exhausting the proper channels of
communication.

Continued on page 8
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From the Archives
On occasion The Teacher will sift through its past issues and provide a snapshot of what teachers were talking about back in the day
or back in the day before that.
In this issue, we excerpt material from articles on some of the top-of-mind issues of the late ‘50s and early ‘60s.

Why I Don’t Want
To Be A Member

May, 1960

The Manitoba Teacher, December, 1964
y colleagues speak of the
support and protection that or professional organization can offer. I really do not seek, nor do I require, any support
or protection.
If I should receive a notice of dismissal, or if
I feel I have been wronged I am quite able to
fight my own case. In fact, I would not even
employ that section of the Public Schools Act
which gives me the right to appeal. I would not
seek the protection of such legislation because
I understand it was brought about mainly by
the efforts of The Manitoba Teachers’ Society
and I do not want to be associated in any way,
now or in the future with this Society.
My colleagues tell me that salaries have been
improved through the efforts of our professional organization. I really do not care if I do
not get any further increases in salary. In fact,
I would be prepared to teach for the present
government grant because any over and above
the grant that I receive has been brought about
by the efforts of the MTS and more specifically by the teachers of my division association
who are its members.
Since I do not support the organization, I
do not want to profit by its efforts. In fact I
think that even the grants as they are today
were brought about through the efforts of my
colleagues and their professional organization.
If that is the case, I would be prepared to teach
for much less than the grant. I am prepared to
work for $1,000 less than I am getting. In all
fairness, I should do so since I have done nothing to support the efforts of my fellow teachers.
I am not worried about our pension plan. I
have heard that it is much better than it used
to be. My friends who are members of the
MTS claim it was through the efforts of the
organization that this has come about.
One of the principals in our area is retiring
on a pension of $6,000 under the new plan.
Under the old plan, it would have been only
$3,000. I have not figured out what mine
might be but I would sooner save $45 a year in
fees for the next 20 years than have an annual
increase of $3,000 in pension. Who knows, I
may never live that long.
Furthermore, who cares about things like
group insurance, pensions for dependent
spouses, and other benefits? I am sure that if
the government thinks we need them, they
will give them to us without our asking. They
usually do make generous offers.
I want no part of an organization that is
spending money for educational research.
What do I as an educator know about curriculum and teaching? I will let my MLA speak for
me on such matters. After all, that is what our
legislators and members of government are
paid for. They should know about education.
All other professionals have a say about
their profession but I think teachers should
not meddle with matters pertaining to education. Our job is to teach what we are told to
teach. If, at some time, I would like to have
some changes made, I will see the Minister of
Education myself—I do not need an organization to represent me.
Besides having to pay my fees, I am constantly being asked to attend seminars and
meetings. I am asked to give up my evenings
and Saturdays. To make matters worse, there is
a local meeting once a month.
I am not interested in what my colleagues
are doing. If I want to work on an educational

project, I will do it on my own. I do not need
help or guidance from my fellow workers who
claim they are versed in techniques and methods learned through the Society. But, most important, I am not prepared to let others profit
from my experience and knowledge. I am going to concentrate on improving myself – let
the others learn the hard way, as I did.
I do not have to belong to any organization
to help me become more professional. I work
from nine till four and even after hours—that
should be good enough. I am not going to
work Saturdays and evenings without pay. If
the MTS wants me to do this, they will have
to pay me. After all, if there are any benefits to
had they will benefit not only me, but mostly
the pupils whom I teach.
…
If all teachers were like I am, there would
be no professional organization. There would
be no fees, no meetings—nothing. Maybe our
salaries would become depressed, maybe we
would have no security of tenure. In fact, it
would be interesting to go back to the good
old “dog-eat-dog” days when professional ethics were unheard of.
I am sure teachers across Canada would flock
to a province where they were not expected to
improve themselves, to attend seminars, to

The education world is currently debating
the value of a new type of self-instructional
device which has unfortunately acquired the
name of “teaching machine.”
If the most outspoken proponents of these
machines is right, we are facing an educational revolution which will free the teacher
from much of the routine drudgery of drill
and marking.

do research, and, above all, to pay fees. Good
teachers, like myself, are not interested in salary, tenure, pensions. Manitoba would have
the highest calibre teachers in Canada.
My biggest reason for not wanting to be a
member of the MTS is because I think that
school trustees, taxpayers, the Department of
Education and everyone else despise members
of the Society. I am looking for a promotion
and I do not think I will get one if I belong to
the MTS. No one who has ever worked for the
MTS has ever been promoted to a better job.
I would sooner make a good fellow of myself
because I am certain that the general public respects people who reject their colleagues. They
will like me if I can lay the blame for salary negotiations on my fellow workers. They will be
especially happy when they find out that the
Society is educationally-minded and that I am
not interested in helping my colleagues in any
way. They would rather I find fault with them.
My last reason is simple. I really do not believe all I have said but I do know that some
of the benefits derived by the MTS are here
to stay. Furthermore, I know the MTS is here
to stay. I am going to save my fee as long as
things are going well. If at some time I feel I
need help, I will join then—if the door is not
closed. I will tag along for a free ride.

I would like now to draw attention to what
appear to me to be several notable features of
this past year.
First there is the capacity your Society has
shown for organization. Consider the fact that
during the past year:
1. We have re-organized the electoral units of
7,000 teachers from 39 District Associations
to 46 District Associations.
2. These new Division Associations have taken
over the bargaining agencies already existing
with respect to some 250 districts and have
become certified with respect to over 600
new districts.

June, 1965
Teacher workload will be thoroughly studied
this year. There are human limits and these have
already been reached for thousands of teachers.
It is teachers who are on the committees doing
the studies bringing about changes as well as
teachers who are preparing themselves after
four o’clock and on Saturdays to bring these
changes to the children in the classroom. In
order to get the facts, the Provincial Executive
has set up a committee to do a thorough study
on teacher workload.

January, 1966
It is three years since the Committee on
Manitoba’s Economic Future pointed out
the need to develop the province’s education
resources as a means of ensuring Manitoba’s
economic survival. It is seven years since the
royal commission recommended strongly the
establishment of larger school areas as a means
of giving rural children an education comparable to that in large urban centres. It is 20
years since a special committee of the legislature made the same recommendation.
Yet, there is still only one larger area in rural
Manitoba today.

January, 1960
That the compulsory school age be defined
as the period from the beginning of the school
year in which a child achieves his seventh
birthday until the end of the school year in
which he achieves his sixteenth birthday.
Recommendation of the Manitoba Royal
Commission on Education

January, 1960
That each principal be required to suggest,
after consultation with his teachers, a code of
manners for his school for consideration by his
school board.
Recommendation of the Manitoba Royal
Commission on Education

May, 1959
That for 1959 the basic academic requirement for entrance to Teachers’ College be a
complete Grade 12.
Resolution adopted at the MTS Annual
General Meeting

September, 1959
One of the most common attacks against
our public schools is “our schools are neglecting the fundamentals” or “The schools today
don’t teach the three Rs as well as they used
to.” Rarely is any evidence given to support
such a statement.

Continued from page 6
8. A member makes an ongoing effort to improve professionally.
9. A member adheres to collective agreements negotiated by the professional organization.
10. A member or group of members makes
only authorized representations to outside
bodies on behalf of the Society or its local
associations. Without the express permission of the Society, no member(s) conferring with outside bodies may explicitly or
implicitly claim that they represent the
Society or its local associations.
1
Violations of the Code shall be addressed
through application of the Bylaws
Rationale: The term ‘member’ is more accurate. Members of The Manitoba Teachers’
Society include Teachers, Vice Principals,
Principals, Substitutes, Clinicians, et.al. The
Code applies to ALL members.
Regarding Item 4: former Code item 4 covered members and “others”, whereas Code
item 6 covered members and “colleagues”. An
amalgamated section of the Code putting 4 &
6 together seems more appropriate.
Regarding Item 7: inserting the phrase ‘and related work’ would include additional activities
such as extra-curricular.
Regarding Item 8: the change in the preamble
to 8 makes it clearer that a member who is exempt from section 7 by virtue of the exceptions set out in section 8 still must act in accordance with other sections of the Code such
as, section 4 (speaks with respect and dignity)
and section 6 (conduct characterised by consideration and good faith).
In other words, even in matters concerning
terms and conditions of employment, collective agreement or actions taken by legislation, a member must continue, throughout, to respect other aspects of the Code of
Professional Practice.
The reason for removing the existing (b) and
(c) and replacing those with the proposed
wording in (b) is to cover existing and future
legislation that may allow or mandate a direct
action without regard to Section 7 (such as
a complaint of harassment which is allowed
and reporting suspected child abuse which
is mandatory).
(c) recognizes the unique responsibilities and
duties associated with individuals occupying
elected (including PX members) or appointed
positions (Principals). The key phrase is, “acting in good faith and without malice… legitimate duties”.
Resolution (Provincial Executive)
Be it resolved that the Bylaw XI.2 (10) (page
22) be amended to read as follows:
XI.2 PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
COMMITTEE
(10) Within sixty (60) teaching days of receipt
of the complaint by the committee, unless a one time only extension of up to
sixty teaching (60) days is granted by the
General Secretary upon the request of the
chairperson, the committee shall:
(a) dismiss the complaint;
(b) in the case of an appeal from a decision of
the General Secretary, dismiss the appeal, or

(c) send a letter to the member reminding
the member of the member’s obligations under the Constitution, Bylaws or
Policies of the Society;
(d) send a letter to the member recommending that certain action be taken
by the member within a timeframe to
be established by the General Secretary;
(e) direct that a charge of professional misconduct be laid against the member.
Resolution (Provincial Executive)
Be it resolved that the Bylaw XI.3 (page 23 to
25) be amended by adding the following:
XI.3 REVIEW COMMITTEE
(19) Reinstatement
Where a person’s membership in the
Society has been terminated by the
Review Committee, the member may
apply to the Society for reinstatement
no earlier than 6 months after membership has been terminated.
(20) A person may seek to be reinstated
by making written application to the
Society and paying the required fee of
$500.00.
(21) The applicant must submit a Statutory
Declaration showing:
(a) A detailed explanation as to why the
applicant should be reinstated as a
member of the Society;
(b) Verification of payment of all money
owing by the applicant to the Society or
a proposal for repayment acceptable to
the General Secretary;
(c) Such other material as the Society may
require.
(22) The chairperson of the Review
Committee must establish a panel to
hear an application under ByLaw
X1.3(19) and to make a determination. A hearing date must be set and
notice provided to the applicant by
mailing the notice of hearing to the last
known address of the applicant.
(23) The member may attend the hearing
with counsel, at the member’s cost.
(24) After hearing and considering the evidence and representations made, the
Review Committee must:
(a) reinstate the applicant as a member of
the Society, or
(b) refuse to reinstate the applicant as a
member of the Society.
(25) Following a hearing the General
Secretary must forward by regular
mail a copy of the written reasons of
the Review Committee to the member or his or her counsel and give notice of the decision to the members of
The Society.
(26) Notwithstanding that a person has
been reinstated herein, the member
must still comply with any requirements of the disability insurance plan
before being eligible to participate in
that plan, including providing satisfactory medical evidence of insurability.
Rationale: Regarding Item 19: there should
be a minimum period of time the member has
to wait before applying for reinstatement.
Regarding Item 20: there should be a nominal
fee in order to apply for reinstatement.

Resolution (Pembina Trails)
Be it resolved that Bylaw XIII (page 25)
ELECTORAL DIVISIONS be amended
by adding the Winnipeg Technical College
Teachers’ Association under Schedule 1,
Teachers’ Electoral Divisions.
Be it further resolved that the Winnipeg
Technical College Teachers’ Association be
de-linked from Pembina Trails Teachers’
Association and be solely responsible for its
membership.
Rationale: Winnipeg Technical College
Teachers’ Association (WTCTA) is a separate
bargaining unit. In recent years, it has doubled
in size and continues to grow. WTCTA has
been examining its relationship with Pembina
Trails Teachers’ Association (PTTA) for some
time. They have appreciated the past support
of PTTA, however:
1. WTCTA has experienced rapid growth
and increased membership over the last
few years and expects further growth in
the near future. Members are questioning

if their size is sufficient to make them viable as an autonomous organization.
2. Members work in a variety of settings
and are geographically separate from each
other. As well, WTCTA members tend
to be vocational education teachers with
unique needs. Members are questioning if
the WTCTA executive can serve its members more effectively as an autonomous
organization.
3. WTCTA members are questioning if their
status as a local association of the Pembina
Trails division association and the financial agreement between the parties continues to meet the needs of WTCTA.
4. WTCTA holds the bargaining certificate
and has an MTS constitution independent of PTTA. In many ways they currently operate as an autonomous organization and seek now to formalize their
status within the by-laws of The Manitoba
Teachers’ Society.
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Counselling

Individual and couple counselling
is available for members in English
and French through your MTS
Educator Assistance Program.
Call Val at 837-5801, or
1-800-378-8811.
Counselling is also available
in English in Brandon.
Call Arlana at 571-2080, or
toll free at 1-800-555-9336.

The Manitoba Teachers’ Society Discounts
Visit www.mbteach.org and click on the mtsdiscounts link to
see a complete list of discounts available to MTS members.
BeautiControl:
Sherilyn Arndt

Fareconnect: Sherilyn Arndt
Make your dreams come
true!
Book your vacation package
or cruise with an experienced
teacher who travels every
break we get!

I am pleased to offer members of The
Manitoba Teachers’ Society Complimentary
Relaxing, BeautiControl Spa Treatments in
your home for you and your guests!
All members will receive 20% off All Facial,
Anti-aging Products and Mineral Makeup!
Dermatologist, sensitivity and allergy tested.
100% Money Back Guarantee!
Check out my website regularly for specials:
www.beautipage.ca/sarndt.
Contact Sherilyn at 785-1635 or 791-9205
and provide your MTS membership number
or proof of membership.

I know what it is like to work hard and to
want to enjoy the moments off!
I have journeyed through the provinces,
Disney, Vegas, Dominican Republic, Cuba,
Caribbean Cruises and South America!
Receive a $25 Visa Gift Card with each vacation package or a $25 stateroom credit on an
incredible CRUISE!
Check out my website regularly for specials:
www.fareconnect.com/sheri.
Contact Sherilyn at 785-1635 or 791-9205
and provide your MTS membership number
or proof of membership.

The Manitoba Teachers’ Society does not necessarily endorse
the products or services presented in paid advertisements.
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A few years back a TV network approached MTS looking for ideas
and thoughts about a reality TV show that would be centred on kids in a classroom.
RUNNING
IN THE
HALL
by George
The producer, faced with
a contact
eager
to help
such aStephenson
worthy
cause, was given a few
thoughts and ideas that boiled down to: never call this number
again.
It wasn’t a particularExploiting
shock that
producer
would think that it was a fine idea to exploit
kidssome
for funTV
and
profit
school kids for a ratings
point
or
two;
no,
some
producers
are not smarter than a fifth grader. It
A few years back a TV network approached MTS looking for ideas
was a stunner, though,
that
they
would
think
an
organization
of teachers would help jeopardize any
and thoughts about a reality TV show that would be centred on kids
kid’s education for its
entertainment
value.
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Thethinking.
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create
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to: never
hard teacher or bullycause,
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quiet
kid in the corner, the genius. And to top it
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off, cameras in the classroom
would have the advantage of turning a normal group into a band of
It wasn’t a particular shock that some TV producer would think
carnival kids on a sugar
high.
Now
that’s
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the
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played
by
Julia
Roberts
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some
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a
report
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ity TV comes first:
“I actually think the right independent
could win…It’s not something I want
to do…But if I don’t see a person that,
number one, is going to win—that’s tantamount—I would certainly think about
doing it after the show ends (Celebrity
Apprentice)…I hope I don’t have to. But
I may—absolutely. The number one thing
for me is this country. Our country is in a lot
of trouble. So I may. I hope I don’t have to.”

A conscience? Really?

CC Image courtesy of Nedral on Flickr

Last month NBC network executives decided to pull
an episode of Fear Factor before it aired because it “wasn't
a segment we should air.”
The episode involved contestants in the reality show,
which returned this year after being cancelled in 2006,
drinking large glasses of donkey semen and donkey urine
as part of an effort to win $50,000.
Semen and urine are apparently the bottom line.
Earlier episodes have
involved participants eating scorpions and maggots, animal penises and
buffalo testicles. They’ve
also climbed into a
tank full of blood
to retrieve cow
hearts. Keep it
classy, NBC.

Letters CC Images courtesy of Leo Reynolds on Flickr

The reality home game
The Daily Mail in Britain reports
that watching reality TV can increase the risk of getting a stroke.
A survey by the Stroke Association
found that 38 per cent of men and 27
per cent of women became aggravated
by reality shows such as Big Brother.
The survey was done to show that everyday aggravations can increase blood
pressure and the risk of stroke. Of those
questioned, 41 per cent said they did not
feel their blood pressure rising when they were
stressed about something, when in fact it does.
Laura Dart, of The Stroke Association, said: “It is estimated
that 40 per cent of the 150,000 strokes suffered by people in the UK
each year could be prevented by controlling high blood pressure.”

Five of the worst reality TV shows ever as chosen
by Entertainment Weekly, www.ew.com
The Swan (Fox, 2004)
What was missing from 2004's already creepy plastic-surgery show Extreme
Makeover? A pageant element, of course! After all, what good is watching a sad
woman with a warped sense of self nip and tuck her face and body into oblivion
if the results aren't compared and judged before a national audience?
Boy Meets Boy (Bravo, 2003)
Viewers watched gay bachelor James Getzlaff romance 15 men; unbeknownst
to him, almost half of them were just pretending to be gay. Cruel, offensive, and
worst of all, boring.
Kill Reality (E!, 2005)
When a bunch of fame-craving ex–reality stars got together to film a horror
movie (and a series about filming said movie), two sets of cameras made them
act twice as infantile: Survivor's Jonny Fairplay was asked to leave the show for
defecating in a Bachelor castoff's bed.
Cheaters (Syndicated, 2000-present)
The concept: Catch suspected cheaters in the act. The execution: As tasteless as
it sounds. Lowlight: Host Joey Greco getting stabbed by a cheater.
Are You Hot? The Search For America's Sexiest People
(ABC, 2003)
The ugly, short-lived series marked the first (and last) time that Lorenzo Lamas—
the crude laser-pointing judge—was considered an “expert” in anything.

